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Introduction - wind Tunnels as Research Toolst 

Mankind has had an obsession with flying since the dawn of recorded history. 
The legends of Icarus and Daedelus provide evidence that the ancient Greeks 
fantasized about soaring with the creatures of the air. The ancient Chinese very 
possibly did more than dream about flying. The earliest specific description of 
actual flight in a manned kite occurs in 559 BCal during the reign of the Emperor 
Kao Yang. 

Lighter-than-air machines offered one way to become airborne. The Montgolfier 
brothers accomplished the first documented flight of a hot air balloon on June 5, 
1783 at Lyons, France. Their work ultimately led to passenger carrying, lighter- 
than-air craft. Some pioneering 19th-century aeronauts studied the flight of birds 
and configured early flying machines after bird-like structures. Ornithopters, as 
this class of machine was called, failed miserably. Aviation's earliest inventors 
quickly realized that they knew little about the forces acting on structures capable 
of flight and it became apparent that a scientific investigation of these forces, 
predominately lift and drag, was needed. 

The earliest experimenters had no scientific data on which to base aircraft 
designs. To study lift and drag, investigators needed instrumentation which would 
quantify results of testing under controlled conditions. Those requirements spawned 
the wind tunnel, a tool which could measure the forces acting on an aircraft and 
measure its stability and controllability. To this day the wind tunnel is still an 
essential device for the design and development of aircraft. 

One of the largest concentrations of wind tunnels for research, 
experimentation and analysis is at the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration's Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. 

Flight Testing and Aircraft Development: 

The earliest aviation experimenters quickly recognized that natural winds were 
too erratic and unsettled for evaluating their inventions. The earliest test models 
were mounted on windy ridges or in cave openings where relatively constant winds 
were found. Both Leonardo da Vinci and Isaac Newton understood that there were two 
ways of testing models. A prototype aircraft could be either propelled through the 
air or a stationary model could be suspended in a moving airstream at the required 
velocity. Early investigators used both methods. 

r 

■"Emperor Kao Yang who reigned in Northern China between 550 and 559 BC 
exterminated his enemies by throwing them from the top of a 100 foot tower. 
"He caused them ... to be harnessed with great bamboo mats as wings and 
ordered to fly to the ground." By the conclusion of his reign he was 
constantly using condemned prisoners as test pilots for man flying kites. One 
prince of Wei was able to fly to the ground successfully about two miles 
away. He was recaptured and starved to death1. 
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The first mechanical device for moving a test model through the air was a 
whirling arm. Benjamin Robins (1707-1751) built a machine with a.4 foot long arm 
which was spun by a weight and pulley mechanism* Robins spun various shapes fixed at 
different orientations. He determined that shapes did not always have the same air 
resistance or drag, even though they presented the same area to the airstream. This 
was at variance with an earlier Newtonian theory. 

Sir George Caley (1783-1857) also used a whirling arm for his experiments. In 
1804 Caley built a small glider that may well have been the first successful 
heavier-than-air vehicle ever made2. Caley designed several innovative flying 
models. However, his major contribution was the concept that lift and forward motion 
of an aircraft should be treated as separate functions. That is, an engine would be 
used to create forward motion; this forward motion would consequently create lift by 
means of an airfoil or wing. The separation of lift and forward motion was a 
revolutionary concept and it directed research away from ornithopter concepts. 

The early experimenters noted that the whirling arm device was not without its 
shortcomings. As the arm whirled, it would set the surrounding air into motion. 
Consequently, models always flew in turbulent air and the relative velocity between 
model and moving air could not be determined. Better test devices were needed. The 
improvements came in the form of a "wind tunnel." 

Early Wind Tunnels: 

A wind tunnel is simply a tube or passage through which a stream of stabilized 
air is forced by a propeller or fan. The wind tunnel is a form of analog computer 
with which an engineer can optimize aircraft design3. A scale model of the aircraft 
to be evaluated is mounted in the test section of the wind tunnel. The effect of the 
air stream on the aerodynamic qualities of the model is monitored and measured by 
force sensors and test instrumentation. The wind tunnel's ability to accomplish 
testing in a controlled environment rapidly made the whirling arm devices obsolete. 

The aerodynamic forces acting on an aircraft in flight are lift,  drag  and side 
force.   The drag force is a force opposite to the flight path, it retards the 
aircraft; the lift and side forces are at right angles to the flight path. Lift 
counters gravity and is crucial to flight. The wind tunnel and its instrumentation 
are able to simulate and measure these forces. 

Frank H. Whenham (1824-1908) designed and operated the first wind tunnel in 
1871. A steam engine, upstream of the model, drove a fan which pushed air down an 18 
inch square tube to the model. Whenham's experiments indicated that at low angles of 
incidence, lift to drag ratios of airfoils were relatively high, approximately a 
ratio of 5:1 at a 15° angle of attack. With such magnified lift to drag ratios, 
substantial loads could be supported. Whenham's research also explored the effect of 
aspect ratio. He found that long narrow wings contributed much more lift than stubby 
wings, even when the surface area was the same. The next problem was determining 
whether experimental results obtained on a l/10th scale models could apply to a 
full-sized aircraft*. 

The wind tunnel was not the only method of acquiring flight characteristics. 
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During the developmental period of scientific aerodynamics, experimental information 
for resolving aerodynamic questions had been obtained from flight tests, drop tests, 
rocket sleds, water tunnels, shock tubes, whirling arms, water tables, rocket 
flights, flying scale models and ballistic ranges. Wind tunnels may be subsonic, 
nearsonic, transonic, supersonic and hypersonic". These facilities are located all 
over the worldc. There are also special purpose wind tunnels for testing aircraft 
spin characteristics and icing. In addition other specialized non-aircraft tunnels 
are used in meteorological experiments, evaluating building designs, designing 
windmills, evaluating automobile shapes and testing skiers and skydivers. 

Wind Tunnel Technology: 

When an aircraft moves through air, the air viscosity, elasticity and gravity 
create forces which act on the aircraft. The important force ratios, named after 
their discoverers, are Reynolds number, Mach number and Froude number. Low speed 
wind tunnel tests are significantly influenced by Reynolds number effects. 

If a model test has the same Reynolds and Hach numbers as the full scale 
aircraft, then the flow about the model and the full scale aircraft will be 
identical; the forces and moments generated by the model can be directly scaled up 

f 

"Subsonic - up to Hach 0.4; Transonic up to Mach 1.3; Supersonic up to 
Hach 4.0 to 5.0; hypersonic greater than Hach 5.0 (Pope 1954:37). 

"The nations of the world support aeronautical research, of which wind 
tunnel testing is a major item, according to their abilities and desires. 
Usually each nation sets up a separate organization that augments the 
activities of the armed services, and further work is farmed out to 
universities and industry.  In the United States this central agency is the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, with offices in Washington, 
D.C. and whose laboratories are at the Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Maryland, the Langley Research Center in Virginia, the John F. Kennedy Space 
Center in Florida, the Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama, the 
Hississippi Test Facility in Mississippi, the Hanned Spacecraft Center in 
Texas, the Lewis Research Center in Ohio, the Flight Research Center in 
California, the Ames Research Center in California, and the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in California. 

In addition the armed services have tunnels of their own.  The Air Force 
has several at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, and at Arnold Engineering De- 
velopment Center, Tennessee.  The Navy has tunnels at the David Taylor Naval 
Ship R&D Center in Carderock, Haryland and the Naval Ordnance Laboratory at 
White Oaks, Haryland.  The Army has tunnels at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, 
Maryland and Ames Research Center, California.  In addition, nearly every 
aircraft corporation has at least one wind tunnel. 

Source: 1954 Wind Tunnel Testing-2nd edition; Alan Pope Wiley, New York 
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to the full sized aircraft11. In low speed tests, Reynolds number effects predominate 
while Hach numbers are critical in high speed testing. The Froude number is of 
consequence chiefly in free-flight or spin testing. 

There are two basic types of wind tunnel, open circuit and closed return. In 
an open circuit tunnel, the air follows a straight path from the entrance through a 
constriction to the test section, diffuser and fan section to an exhaust. The test 
section may be open (Eiffel type) or it may be enclosed (closed jet). 

Alternatively, a tunnel may be the closed return type. In this tunnel the air 
circuit is continuous. Most tunnels have a single return path for the air however, 
tunnels with double return paths have been built, one of which is a subject of this 
report. The closed circuit tunnel may have either a closed or open test section5. 

The Origins of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration: 

The present National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was 
established in 1958 as an expansion of an earlier agency, the National Advisory 
Committee on Aeronautics (NACA). NACA's mission was oriented to the practical 
solution of engineering problems facing the aircraft industry and the military. 
The account of how NACA, its research facilities and wind tunnels came into being is 
a vital part of the history of aviation technology. 

For several years after the Wright brothers proved that a flying machine was 
feasible with their first flights in 1903, American interest in their accomplishment 
languished. Five years elapsed before their achievement was recognized. Ten years 
after their first flight, the "flying machine" was still a novelty. Nevertheless, 
practical passenger carrying aircraft capable of being airborne for three or four 
hours had been developed by 19116. In Europe, tradition advanced the 
institutionalization of science and major aeronautical research programs were 
initiated before the start of World War I. European militarists realized that the 
airplane had potential uses in battle and funded research to develop combat and 
reconnaissance aircraft. 

At the inaugural meeting of the American Aeronautical Society in April 1911, 
several members endorsed the idea of developing a national aeronautics laboratory. 
Bureaucratic squabbling and the inability of governmental leaders to see aeronautics 
as a new technology with vast potential for American business slowed acceptance for 
the concept. Continual urging from Charles Doolittle Walcott, Secretary of the 
Smithsonian Institution, and others led to the creation of an advisory committee for 
aeronautics. Congress passed a proposal to create the committee on March 3, 1915. 

r 

dReynolds number can be increased by raising the tunnel pressure. However 
this places greater loads, stresses and deflections on the model. Velocity is 
generally linked to the airspeed at which the model is being evaluated and 
cannot be changed arbitrarily. Model length is related to the size of the 
tunnel. Gases other than air have been used but results vary from those 
usually obtained in air. Viscosity is the only parameter left to be adjusted. 
It can be reduced by lowering air temperature. 
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The House Committee on Naval Affairs was favorably disposed and attached the 
National Advisory Committee.for Aeronautics (NACA) charter as a rider to a naval 
appropriation bill. NACA was funded with an appropriation of $50007. 

Land was acquired in Hampton, Virginia and NACA broke ground for its first 
laboratory building on July 17, 1917. The new installation was named after Professor 
Samuel P. Langley of the Smithsonian, one of aviation's pioneering researchers. 

The Wind Tunnels at Langleyi 

The new Langley Memorial Laboratory (LMAL) had essentially no experience in 
wind tunnel design and operation. The first Langley tunnel was a near duplicate of a 
small tunnel at the British National Physical Laboratory.  The tunnel had no return 
circuit and was powered by a 200 horsepower electric motor which provided winds of 
up to 90 rnph".  This tunnel was regarded as a learning device; it did not provide 
data for aircraft design. 

During the pioneering period of aerodynamic research, engineers found that the 
flight characteristics of a small model could not be directly applied to a full- 
sized airplane without using a correction factor. Models and full-sized aircraft 
behaved differently under dynamic conditions. Reynolds number of l/20th sized scale 
models being tested at operational airspeed would be too low by a factor of 20. 
However, since the Reynolds number is proportional to air density, models tested at 
20 atmospheres would yield a Reynolds number identical to those obtained in full- 
sized testing. This method was successfully used in NACA's variable-density wind 
tunnel (VDT) where tests were conducted at the same Reynolds number as would be 
experienced in flight*. 

The variable-density wind tunnel offered a satisfactory means for testing the 
component parts of an airplane and was particularly suitable for conducting 
fundamental research on experimental airfoil sections and streamlined bodies. It 
achieved a distinguished reputation in international aeronautical circles1. However, 

f 

'Langley's early reputation as an renowned research facility rested on 
the work, done at its variable density wind tunnel. Max M. Munk, a 
distinguished German aerodynamicist, was retained by NACA as a technical 
assistant to enhance the scientific and theoretical aspects of its work. Munk 
and the Langley engineering staff developed a pressurized wind tunnel in 1921. 
With the use of a pressurized tunnel and scale models, the engineers were able 
to develop a range of airfoil shapes and catalog their characteristics. This 
was a significant step in applying rigorous theoretical knowledge to 
developing practical wing shapes. 

fThe scientific community appreciated the valuable aerodynamic research 
data being produced. The  Aeroplane of London  asserted: 

The only people so far who have been able to get at something like 
accurate results from wind tunnel experiments are the workers at the 
experimental station at Langley Field. . - . 
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the VDT could not evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics of a complete airplane. 
It was not equipped to answer questions about how rotating propellers affected 
aircraft controllability. Interference effects created by aircraft components could 
not be quantified. Perhaps most significantly, drag penalties due to external 
struts, surface gaps, air leaks and engine cooling installation could not be 
effectively assessed with models. 

Realistically, it was impossible to build a model of the required size that 
would be a true reproduction of an entire airplane. In addition, for wind tunnel 
testing, any models had to be designed to withstand large forces. The strength of 
available materials would not allow scale-down to acceptable sizes. 

In view of the limitations of the VDT, the alternative was to test 
experimental full-sized aircraft in flight or build a tunnel large enough to test a 
full sized aircraft. There was a clear-cut need for a full-scale tunnel. Prior 
experience with the Propeller Research Tunnel, a large-scale facility, demonstrated 
that a full-scale tunnel could be built. Because of the variation in atmospheric 
conditions, flight testing required many check flights to average out the variance 
in data.  Alterations suggested by flight tests were often limited to those that did 
not significantly influence the weight or airworthiness of the airplane. To provide 
a means of full-scale investigation under controlled conditions and alterations made 
without serious limitations, NACA built a full-scale wind tunnel (FST). 

The Full-Scale Wind Tunneli 

The Full-Scale Wind Tunnel is located in the city of Hampton, Virginia at the 
Langley Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
The boundary of the facility is defined by the outside perimeter of Building 643 in 
the East Area of the Langley Research Center. The legal description of the property 
is located at NASA's Real Property Management Office, Code NX6, Washington, D.C. 
20546. 

NACA authorized construction of a full-scale wind tunnel in February of 19299. 
Under the leadership of Smith J. DeFrance, a design team began work in 
the spring. Other key members of design team were Abraham Silverstein, Harry J. 
Goett and Clinton H. Dearborn9. DeFrance, Silverstein and Goett eventually became 
NACA/NASA Center Directors10. 

( 

gThe Main Committee of the NACA met in Washington, D.C, twice a year, 
the annual meeting being held in October and the semiannual meeting in April. 
Among the matters discussed at the semiannual meeting on April 18, 1929 was 
the forthcoming construction of a full-scale wind tunnel and a seaplane 
channel at Langley.  Present were: John F. Victory, secretary; Dr. William F. 
Durand; Dr.  Orville Wright; Dr. George K. Burgess; Brig.  Gen.  William E. 
Gillmore; Haj.  Gen.  James E. Fechet; Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman; Rear Adm. 
David W. Taylor, USN (Ret.), vice chairman; Capt.  Emory S. Land,- Rear Adm. 
William A. Hoffett; Dr. Samuel W. Stratton,- Dr. George W. Lewis, director of 
aeronautical research; and Dr. Charles F. Marvin. 
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The full-scale wind tunnel was used to determine the lift and drag 
characteristics of a complete airplane. Engineers were able to study the control and 
stability characteristics of an aircraft both with and without the slipstream. It 
would also allow the study of body interference with air flow. A moveable bridge 
permitted technicians to position direction and velocity of flow sensors at any 
point around an airplane.  Aircraft engine cooling and cowling problems were also 
investigated under conditions similar to those in flight. 

The FST was to be the first wind tunnel constructed with an elliptic throat 
and with two propellers mounted side by side. A l/15th scale model was constructed 
to study possible flow problems. The scale model confirmed that the design was 
practical. This device was later used for small scale testing. 

An initial appropriation of $900,000, allotted before the start of the great 
depression, allowed NACA to purchase materials and labor at deflated prices. There 
was a pool of skilled engineers and laborers available and the work started in the 
spring of 1930. The tunnel was operated for the first time on May 27, 1931 during 
the 6th Annual Aircraft Engineering Conference11. It is housed in building 643, East 
Area of Langley Research Center. 

The FST is of the double-return flow type. That is, the airflow from the dual 
propellers was split right and left into two streams. Doubling back between the test 
section and the building's wall, the streams reunited prior to the throat of the 
test section. The tunnel has a 30 by 60 foot open throat at the test section. On 
either side of the test chamber is an air return passage 50 feet wide, with a height 
varying from 46 to 72 feet. The outside walls of the building function as the outer 
walls of the return passage. The air is circulated by two propellers 35 feet 5 
inches in diameter, located side by side, and each directly connected to a 4,000- 
horsepower slip-ring induction motor. 

The original motor control equipment permitted varying the speed in 24 steps 
between 25 and 118 miles per hour. Later modifications limited speed to 100 mph12. 
The.FST was equipped with a 6-component balance for obtaining the forces in 3 
directions and the moments about the 3 axes of an airplane. The struts linking the 
aircraft to the balance were streamlined to minimize interference with the air 
stream. Force data from all scales was simultaneously recorded at preset intervals. 

When the tunnel was calibrated tests showed that the dynamic-pressure 
distribution in the test section was within ± \  percent of a mean valueh.  The FST 
air stream had a very small amount of turbulence. Subsequent aircraft flight tests 
agreed with test data obtained in the tunnel. 

C 

hBased on ^he mean velocity of 118 miles per hour at the jet, the ratio 
of the kinetic energy per second to the energy input to the propellers per 
second is 2.84. Since a long open jet is a source of energy loss, the above 
figure was considered very satisfactory. 
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Technical Description of the Full-Scale Tunneli 

C 

The following description of the tunnel is excerpted from Smith J. DeFrance's 
report Number NACA TR-45913. The final report was published at the conclusion of the 
construction and evaluation of the project on March 13, 1933. 

Dimensions/Materials: 
The over-all length of the tunnel is 434 feet 6 inches, the width 222 feet, 

and the maximum height 97 feet.  The building framework is of structural steel and 
the walls and roof are of 5/16-inch corrugated cement asbestos sheets (Carrystone). 
The entrance and exit cones are constructed of 2-inch wood planking, attached to a 
steel frame and covered on the inside with galvanized sheet metal as a protection 
against fire. 

Entrance Cone: 
The entrance cone is 75 feet in length and in this distance the cross section 

changes from a rectangle 72 by 110 feet to a 30 by 60 foot elliptic section.  The 
area reduction in the entrance cone is slightly less than 5:1, The shape of the 
entrance cone was chosen to provide constant acceleration to the air stream and to 
retain a 9-foot length of nozzle for directing the flow. 

Test Chamber: 
The test chamber, in which is located the working section of the jet, is 80 by 

122 feet.  The length of the jet, or the distance between the end of the entrance 
cone and the smallest cross section of the exit-cone collector, is 71 feet.  20 by 
40 feet doors located in the walls of the return passage on the west side provide 
access for airplanes. Tracks attached to the roof trusses and 
running across the test chamber at right angles to the air stream and in the 
direction of the air stream support an electric crane for lifting the airplanes onto 
the balance. 

Exit cone: 
A smooth fairing located forward of the propellers and on the center line of 

the tunnel transforms the somewhat elliptic section of the single passage into two 
circular ones at the propellers. 

From the propellers aft, the exit cone is divided into two passages. Each 
transforms from a 35-foot 6 Jj-inch circular section to a 46-foot square over a 
length of 132 feet.  The included angle between the sides of each passage is 6 
degrees. 

Propellers fFansli 
The propellers are located side by side and 48 feet aft of the throat of the 

exit-cone bell.  The propellers are 35 feet 5 inches in diameter and each consists 
of four cast aluminum alloy blades screwed into a cast-steel hub. (The original 
aluminum propellers did not perform as expected and were replaced by wooden blades 
soon after the tunnel was completed.) Later nomenclature designated propellers as 
"fans." 

Motoxa: 
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The most commonly used power plant for operating wind tunnels is a direct- 
current motor and motor-generator set, with a Ward-Leonard control system. For the 
FST it was found that alternating current slip-ring induction motors, together with 
satisfactory control equipment, could be purchased for approximately 30 percent less 
than the conventional direct-current equipment.  Consequently, two 4,000-horsepower 
slip-ring induction motors with 24 steps of speed between 75 and 300 r.p.m. were 
installed. In order to obtain the range of speed, one pole change was provided. 
Other variations were obtained by the introduction of resistance in the rotor 
circuit.  This control permitted a variation in air speed from 25 to 118 miles per 
hour.  The two motors are connected through an automatic switchboard to one drum- 
type controller located in the test chamber.  All the control equipment is 
interlocked and connected through time-delay relays, so that regardless of how fast 
the controller handle is moved the motors will increase in speed at regular 
predetermined intervals. 

The motors are provided with ball and roller bearings, which reduce the 
friction losses to a minimum.  Roller bearings of 8.5 and 11.8 inch bores are 
provided at the slip-ring and propeller ends respectively, while the thrust of the 
propellers is taken on a ball bearing at the rear end of each motor shaft.  The 
motors are mounted with the rotor shafts centered in the exit-cone passages.  The 
motors and supporting structure are enclosed in fairings so that they offer a 
minimum resistance to the air flow. 

Guide vanesi 
The air is turned at the four corners of each return passage by guide vanes. 

These vanes are of the curved-airfoil type formed by two intersecting arcs with a 
rounded nose.  The arcs were designed to give a practically constant area through 
the vanes. 

The vanes at the first two corners back of the propellers have chords of 7 
feet and are spaced at 0.45 and 0.47 of a chord length, respectively.  Those at the 
opposite end of the tunnel have chords of 3 feet 6 inches and are spaced at 0.41 of 
a chord length.  By a proper adjustment of the angular setting of the vanes, an 
acceptable velocity distribution was obtained. No honeycomb diffuser was needed to 
smooth distribution. 

Balance; 
The balance, which is of the 6-component type, is shown diagrammatically in 

Figure 4. Ball and socket fittings at the top of each of the struts A hold the axles 
of the airplane to be tested; the tail is attached to the triangular frame B. These 
struts are secured to the turntable C, which is attached to the floating frame D. 
This frame rests on the struts E, which transmit the lift forces to the scales F. 
The drag gage G is attached to the floating frame on the center line and, working 
against a known counterweight H, transmits the drag force to the scale J. The cross- 
wind force linkages K are attached to the floating frame on the front and rear sides 
at the center line.  These linkages, working against known counterweights L, 
transmit the cross-wind force to scales M. In the above manner the forces in three 
directions are measured and by combining the forces 
and the proper lever arms, the pitching, rolling, and yawing moments can be 
computed. 
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Dial scales were used and provided with solenoid-operated printing devices. 
When the proper test condition is obtained, a push-button switch is momentarily 
closed and the readings on all seven scales are recorded simultaneously, eliminating 
the possibility of human reading errors. 

The triangular frame B is caused to telescope by electrically, operated screws 
which raise and lower the tail of the airplane and thereby vary the angle of attack. 
By a similar mechanism the turntable C can be moved so as to yaw the airplane from 
20° left to 20° right. 

The entire floating frame and scale assembly was enclosed in a room for 
protection from air currents. Supporting struts are shielded by streamlined fairings 
which are secured to the roof of the balance room and free from the balance. The 
tare-drag measurements are therefore reduced to a minimum. 

Survey equipment; 
A 55-foot structural steel bridge is attached to the bottom chord of the roof 

trusses. This could be rolled across the full width of the test chamber. A car was 
mounted on this bridge and could be rolled along the entire length of the chamber. 
A combined pitot, pitch, and yaw tube was suspended below the car.  It could be 
raised or lowered and pitched or yawed through gearing controlled electrically from 
the car.  This arrangement permitted the alignment of the tube with the air flow at 
any point around an airplane.  The alignment of the tube is indicated by null 
readings on the alcohol manometers connected to the pitch and yaw openings in the 
head. The angle of pitch or yaw is read from calibrated Veeder counters connected to 
the electric operating motors.  This equipment was useful for studying the downwash 
behind wings and the flow around the tail surfaces of an airplane. 

Contributions of FST Experimentationt 

Drag tests in the FST revealed substantial performance penalties from external 
struts and other exposed components on aircraft. In April 1938 the navy believed the 
250-mile-per-hour flight test performance of its new experimental fighter, the 
Brewster XF2A Buffalo could be improved.  The Langley staff was directed to look for 
"kinks" or "bugs'" in the plane's design and to determine, within one week, "what 
drag reduction may be expected from changes that can readily be incorporated in the 
event that this type is put into production." The FST engineers mounted the XF2A-1 
on the balance of the 30 x 60-foot wind tunnel  and started a painstaking drag 
cleanup investigation. 

After five days of testing the engineers determined that Brewster designers 
had disregarded the aerodynamic importance of the projecting landing gear, exhaust 
stacks, machine-gun installation, and gun sight. The combined effect of these 
protrusions was to produce unacceptably high drag. By modifying the XF2A-1 to 
minimize the projections, the top speed of the Brewster prototype was increased by 
31 miles per hour to 281, more than a 10 percent improvement in performance14. 

Practically every high performance aircraft used by the United States during 
World War II was routed through Langley and checked out in the FST for "drag cleanup 
tests." The facility operated 24 hours a day - 7 days a week during world War II. 
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Between April 1938 and November 1940 Langley tested 19 different military prototypes 
in the FST with the objective of improving performance1. The FST proved to be so 
useful that NACA built an even larger version at the Ames Research Center in 1944. 
The FST's huge space allowed aerodynamic testing of an assortment of other vehicles 
which included dirigibles, submarines, radar antennas, gliding parachutes, 
inflatable airplanes, and free-flying models. 

The maximum air-speed of the tunnel was roughly equal to the top speed of most 
aircraft flying when it was built, around 100 mph. Prior to World war II the maximum 
speed of aircraft surpassed that of the FST. Low speed data cannot be extrapolated 
on to the operating envelope of transonic and supersonic aircraft. Yet transonic and 
supersonic aircraft operate at relatively low speeds on take-off and landing. Wing 
and airfoil sections designed for high speeds usually have poor low-speed 
characteristics. The FST was used to investigate ways of reducing poor low-speed 
characteristics on full or large scale aircraft15. 

The FST was completely rehabilitated after 46 years of active, useful life. 
In 1977, when the refurbished tunnel had been returned to operation, experiments 
were conducted on solutions to landing problems of the supersonic transports 
vehicle, a concept not even remotely envisioned by the original tunnel designers16. 
The FST was also set up for free-flight testing of subscale models. Figure 5 shows 
the set up for free-flight tunnel tests.  High-angle-of-attack flight dynamics for 
advanced fighter designs were studied with free-flight models. Additional work in 

iLangley Drag Reduction Program 

Research 
Authorization Date 
603 June 1938 
606 June 1938 
607 June 1938 
633 ■ August 1938 
635 August 1938 
636 August 1938 
637 August 1938 
646 December 1938 
647 December 1938 
672 June 1939 
674 June 1939 
695 September 1939 
698 September 1939 
709 November 1939 
739 May 1940 
746 September 1940 
796 October 1940 
797 October 1940 
811 November 1940 

Airplane 
Brewster XF2A-1 Buffalo 
Grumman F3F-2 
Grumman XF4F-2 Wildcat 
Vought-Sikorsky SB2U-1 Vindicator 
Curtiss XP-37 
Curtiss P-36A Mowhawk 
Curtiss XP-40 Kittyhawk 
Douglas XBT-2 
Curtiss YP-37 
Seversky XP-41 
Bell XP-39 Aircobra 
Curtiss XP-42 
Grumman XF4F-3 Wildcat 
Curtiss XP-46 
Republic XP-47 Thunderbolt 
Chance Vought XF4U-1 Corsair 
Brewster XF2A-2 Buffalo 
Curtiss XS03C-1 
Consolidated XB-32 Dominator 

Source; Langley Research Authorization Files (EIC 196) 
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1984 included work on the electric motors powering the fans. Prior to shut-down, 
research was directed at low-speed aerodynamics, static and dynamic stability and 
control and flow characteristics of military, general aviation and commuter 
aircraft. 

Conclusion: 

The Full-Scale Wind Tunnel at Langley was the oldest operating wind tunnel 
within NASA when it was decommissioned. It was continuously operated for 64 years. 
Known in later years as the 30 by 60-Foot Tunnel, it performed its original mission 
of testing large aircraft at actual flight speeds. It was vital in reducing the drag 
of World War II fighter aircraft and its test data resulted in substantial 
performance improvements. 

The tunnel's capabilities were improved to study flight characteristics of 
sub-scale models and for research on advanced and experimental designs. The Full- 
Scale Tunnel's contributions to aerospace technology were officially recognized in 
1985, when it was named a U.S. National Historic Landmark. The FST is an outstanding 
example of a major NACA facility that expanded into a variety of additional uses not 
visualized when it was designed. It contributed to aircraft research over a period 
of pioneering designs from early 1930s airplanes to hypersonic aircraft and space 
reentry vehicles like the space shuttle. 
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Figure 1 - Location Map 

Quadrangle: Hampton, Virginia 1:24000 
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Figure 2 - Aerial view northwest of the Full-Scale Wind Tunnel -1989 
Source: NASA Langley Research Center - #L89-07075; Photographer Bill Salyer 
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Figure 3 - Plan and Elevation, Full-Scale Wind Tunnel 
Source: TR No. 459 - NACA Full-Scale Wind Tunnel 
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Figure 4 - Schematic Drawing of the FST Balance, Full-Scale Wind Tunnel 
Source: TR No. 459 - NACA Full-Scale Wind Tunnel 
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Figure 5 -LoeningXSL-1 single engine Navy seaplane - October, 1931 
An early test in the Full-Scale Wind Tunnel 

Source: NASALangley - Photograph # L-5925 
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Figure 6 - Full-Scale Tunnel - Set up for Free-Flight testing 
Source: NASA - Langley 
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ADDENDUM TO: 

HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 
 

NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, FULL-SCALE WIND TUNNEL 
(Building No. 643) 

 
HAER VA-118-A 

 
This report is an addendum to a 23-page report previously transmitted to the Library of Congress 
in 2002. 

 
Location:  224 Hunting Avenue, Hampton, Virginia 
 
The Full Scale Tunnel (FST), Facility No. 643, is adjacent to the southern branch of the Back 
River and is sited between Hormel Avenue and the river. Its front entrance faces south and its 
longitudinal axis is parallel with the river. Immediately to the south are the Eight Foot High 
Speed Wind Tunnel and the Eight Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel. To the north are several 
structures including two wind tunnels, the 20-Foot Vertical Spin Tunnel (Facility No. 645, built 
in 1941) and the 12-Foot Low-Speed Tunnel (Facility No. 644, built in 1939). To the west is 
Hunting Avenue. The large-scale of these wind tunnels characterizes the setting of this part of 
the East Area. The administrative core of Langley Air Force Base (LAFB) surrounds the LaRC 
East Area and features buildings of the Renaissance Revival style. Many of these buildings have 
architectural and historical significance and contribute to the proposed Langley Field Historic 
District that is potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The FST 
is expected to fall within the boundaries of the proposed historic district. 
 
Dates of  
Construction:  1929-1931 
 
Engineers:  Smith J. De France, Abraham Silverstein, Clinton Dearborn, and Harry J.  
   Goett 
 
Present Owner: United States Government 
 
Present Use:  Leased by Old Dominion University for graduate student research   
   facilities 
 
Significance:  The Full Scale Tunnel has national significance for its role in testing high 
speed aircraft performance. The facility was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1985. 
 
Project Information: This documentation was prepared in February 2006, for NASA Langley 
Research Center under contract with Science Applications International Corporation, which 
assists NASA in addressing environmental compliance requirements. 
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The document was prepared as an addendum to Level III HAER documentation completed by 
the National Park Service. The purpose of the addendum is to provide Level I HAER 
documentation in partial fulfillment of the requirements of a Programmatic Agreement among 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Conference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 
 
The documentation was prepared with the assistance of a number of individuals including: 
 

Matthew R. Laird, Ph.D., Senior Researcher 
James River Institute for Archaeology, Inc. 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
 
Richard K. Anderson, Jr. 
Cultural Resource Documentation Services 
Sumter, South Carolina  
 
Chris Cunningham, Photographer 
Chris Cunningham Photography 
Richmond, Virginia  
 
Michael Newbill 
Virginia Beach, Virginia  
 
David H. Dutton 
DUTTON+ASSOCIATES LLC 
Midlothian, Virginia  

 
Special thanks are also given to Kristen Poultney and Caroline Diehl of Science Applications 
International Corporation and Carol Herbert of NASA for their assistance and support in 
completion of this project. 
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Historical Background 1: 
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By the late 1920s, the first National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) wind 
tunnel complex at Langley was regarded as one of the best test facilities in the world. 
Nonetheless, its relatively small tunnels had limitations that created a number of testing 
deficiencies. Aeronautical engineers had to contend with "scale effects," as the flight 
characteristics of a scaled-down model could not be applied to a full-sized aircraft 
without applying a correction factor. Scale effects could be addressed by proportionally 
varying air pressure in the tunnel, and the Variable Density Tunnel (VDT), completed in 
1922, was the first to use the principle of variable density in pressure to accurately predict 
flow characteristics of scale model aircraft. The VDT was successfully used to test 
aircraft components, particularly airfoil sections and streamlined bodies. However, the it 
could not evaluate the aerodynamic characteristics of a complete airplane, including how 
rotating propellers affected aircraft control, nor could it adequately quantify the 
interference effects--or "drag penalties"--of various aircraft components such as 
external struts, wheels, and engine-cooling installations. In addition, aircraft test models 
had to withstand large forces and the strength of available materials limited their size. It 
was always possible to test actual aircraft in flight, but variations in atmospheric 
conditions required numerous flight checks to average the results. Given the current state 
of testing technology, the only viable alternative was to build a wind tunnel large enough 
to accommodate full-sized aircraft. 

The first wind tunnel at Langley to accommodate full-scale aircraft components was the 
Propeller Research Tunnel (PRT), which became operational in 1927. Measuring 20 feet 
in diameter, the tunnel was large enough to test actual fuselages, engines, and propellers. 
Based on research conducted with the PRT, NACA engineers redesigned engine cowlings 
that dramatically reduced drag. 

Since the PRT had amply demonstrated the potential of full-scale testing, NACA decided 
to build a larger tunnel to test entire aircraft, and authorized the construction of the Full 
Scale Tunnel (FST) at Langley in February 1929. Smith J. DeFrance led the design team, 
which also included Abraham Silverstein, Clinton H. Dearborn, and Harry J. Goett. The 
timing of the project was fortunate: the initial appropriation of $900,000 was made before 
the onset of the Depression; and by the time work began in the spring of 1930, labor and 
material costs had fallen, and the project directors could draw from a large pool of 
unemployed engineers. 

1 For a more detailed historical study of the Full-Scale Wind Tunnel, see: Historic American Engineering 
Record (HAER). NASA Langley Research Center, Full-Scale Wind Tunnel, VA-118-A. Washington, 
D.C.: National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1995. 
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Work on the FST proceeded rapidly, and it was completed and ready for operation in 
May 1931, when it hosted the Sixth Annual Aircraft Engineering Conference. The 
largest wind tunnel in the world at that time, the FST had a distinctive design, with the 
building's steel framework visible on the exterior of the building. The enormous facility 
measured 434 feet long, 222 feet wide, and 90 feet high, and immediately became a 
recognizable landmark at Langley. The test section measured 30 feet high by 60 feet 
wide, and allowed the installation of aircraft with wingspans up to 40 feet. The tunnel 
was powered by two propellers, each driven by a 4,000-horsepower electric motor, which 
could circulate air through the test section at speeds between 25 and 118 mph. The air 
circuit was of the double-return type, in which the airflow from the test section was split 
right and left into two streams, doubling back between the test section and the building's 
walls, and reuniting at a settling chamber before entering the throat of the test section. 

Early testing in the FST indicated unexpectedly high performance penalties from external 
aircraft components, such as air intakes, antennae, and canopies, prompting the 
government to send a steady stream of military aircraft to Langley for "drag cleanup 
tests." But the true value of the FST was realized when the U.S. entered World War II. 
The FST operated around the clock, seven days a week during the war years. Virtually 
every high-performance fighter aircraft was evaluated in the FST, allowing for countless 
design improvements that gave American pilots a critical edge in combat. A variety of 
other objects also were tested in the FST during its operational lifetime, including 
dirigibles, submarines, radar antennae, gliding parachutes, inflatable airplanes, free-flying 
models, and even another wind tunnel complex. 

Although the performance of jet aircraft in the postwar period outpaced the relatively low 
speed capabilities of the FST, the facility remained an important test facility for NACA 
and its successor, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
Upgrades in 1977 and 1984 improved the operation of the drive motors, and allowed the 
facility to continue testing aircraft whose technology and performance could not have 
been envisioned in the biplane era in which it was built. The wing shapes and airfoil 
sections of transonic and supersonic airplanes, which often exhibited poor low-speed 
characteristics, were effectively tested in the FST. Free-flight testing of models was also 
conducted, allowing engineers to identify weak design characteristics in the early stages 
of development. Numerous modem aircraft were tested in the FST, including the Harrier 
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) fighter, the F-16 Fighting Falcon, the American 
supersonic transport, the X-29A forward-swept-wing experimental fighter, the Lunar 
Landing Test Vehicle, and the Space Shuttle. 

The historical significance of the FST and its many contributions to aerospace technology 
were recognized when it was designated a National Historic Landmark in 1985. The 
oldest operating wind tunnel at Langley when NASA finally decommissioned it in 
October 1995, the facility gained a new lease on life when it was transferred to Old 
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Dominion University (ODU) under the terms of an innovative privatization program. 
ODU began operations at the FST in October 1996, providing engineering research 

facilities for graduate students and private customers in the field of aircraft and 
automotive transportation. The current operating agreement with ODU expires in 2007, 
and at present there are no plans to extend the agreement. 
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1929 NACA authorizes construction of a full-scale wind tunnel. 

1930 FST operated for the first time during the 6th Annual Aircraft Engineering 
Conference. 

1938-40 Testing of 19 different military prototypes occurs at FST with objective of 
improving aircraft performance. 

1977 FST returns to service after complete rehabilitation. 

1984 FST fans and motors are rehabilitated. 

1985 FST designated National Historic Landmark. 

1995 FST transferred to ODU under terms of innovative privatization program. 
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The FST is the largest structure in the immediate vicinity. Rectangular in shape, it is 
434'-6' long, 227' wide and 95' tall. The building has a structural steel frame supported 
by a piled foundation. Vertical steel trusses that project approximately five feet from the 
face of the building brace the exterior columns. On the exterior wall between the ground 
and the eaves there are six rows of horizontal steel purlins attached to the steel columns 
on the exterior walls. The roof has three gabled sections whose ridges parallel the long, 
north-south, axis of the building; the two narrowest sections of roof are above the return 
passages of the tunnel on the east and west sides. The widest section of gabled roof spans 
between the outer two sections and is above the center portion of the building containing 
the entrance and exit cones and the test chamber. The exterior walls and roof are clad 
with corrugated asbestos cement panels. The panels on the walls are applied horizontally 
from the inside and attached to exposed steel supports spanning vertically between the 
horizontal steel purlins. A large access door is located on the west side. This door 
provides access to the test chamber. The access path from this door passes through the 
tunnel's return passage; there is a matching door leading to the test chamber in the inside 
wall of the return passage. Relatively small windows (3 lites tall by 5 lites wide), which 
provide daylight within the return passage, occur in every other column bay between the 
third and fourth purlins above the ground. Gutters along the eaves are served by large 
square metal downspouts mounted on the face of the trusses bracing the columns. A 
small hangar (73'-8" x 31 '-2") projects to the south from the southwest comer of the 
building. Currently located within the hangar is a working model of the FST. The 
exterior of the building has been painted a light gray. There is a bronze plaque on the 
southwest comer memorializing the designation of this facility as a National Historic 
Landmark in 1985. 

The narrative in the 1995 Historic American Engineering Record (HAER No. V A-118-A) 
for the FST includes descriptions of principal interior features excerpted from Smith J. 
DeFrance's report Number NACA TR-459 of March 13,1933. Addressed in the HAER 
report are the entrance and exit cones, the test chamber, propellers (fans), motors, guide 
vanes, balance, and survey equipment. 

NASA discontinued operations of the FST in 1996. It is now operated by the Old 
Dominion University College of Engineering and Technology as a teaching and research 
facility. The following current facility description is copied verbatim from their web site: 
http:/ /www.lfst.com/. The acronym LFST used in the copied text stands for Langley Full 
Scale Tunnel, the name that Old Dominion University uses for the FST. 

The Wind Tunnel- The tunnel test section is nominally 30-ft. high, 60-ft. wide, with a quasi-elliptical 
cross-section, 56-ft. long. It is a closed-circuit, three-quarter open-jet, double-return, continuous flow 
design which operates at atmospheric pressure. The airflow from the dual fans mounted within the 
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collector cone is split right and left into two equal streams, each doubling back between the test section 
and the building walls to the entrance cone, reuniting prior to the contraction 

section upstream of the test section. The contraction section and collector cones are constructed of 2 
inch wood planking, attached to a steel frame and covered on the inside with galvanized sheet metal. 

Contraction Section- The contraction is 75-ft. in length and in this distance the cross section changes 
from a rectangle of 72-ft. by 110-ft. to a 30-ft. by 60-ft. quasi-elliptical section. The area reduction in 
the contraction is very slightly below 5: 1. The shape of the section was chosen to give a constant 
acceleration to the air stream and to retain a 9-ft. length of nozzle for directing the flow. 

Test Section- The plenum chamber, which surrounds the working section of the jet, is 80-ft. long, 
122-ft. wide and 72ft. high. Its size and the open-jet design make the tunnel ideal for low-speed testing 
of large, high drag and/or high blockage test articles. 

Two 20-ft. by 40-ft. doors in the walls of the return passage are located on the west side of the test 
chamber to provide access. A 15,000 pound overhead crane is available for lifting automobiles, aircraft 
or other models into the test section. Personnel access to the test section is by stairs on the west side, or 
by an elevator located on the east side. The top and both sides of the jet are open while the bottom has 
a groundboard that extends 2-feet 5-inches above the lower lip of the nozzle. Observation of tests is 
normally via remotely controlled video cameras. High intensity lights can be used for photography, 
filming or video needs. Direct observation can be done from Room 300 which is elevated on the east 
side of the test section. Exhaust fans are located in the ceiling for expulsion of exhaust gases. Blow-out 
doors are also located in the north end of the circuit for rapid purging of the circuit. 

Fan and Drive Motors- The tunnel is powered by two-4,000-hp wound-rotor, slip-ring induction 
electric motors, each driving a four-blade 35.5-ft laminated wood propeller. The motors are mounted 
with rotor shafts centered within the exit cone passages. Rotational speed is varied by a solid state 
control system. The motors and supporting structure are enclosed in fairings to minimize resistance to 
air flow. Motors are normally started at approximately 80-RPM and can be adjusted in increments of 1, 
10, or 100, to a current maximum 210-RPM. The control panel for monitoring RPM is located in the 
control room, and includes a trim control to synchronize the two motors. For specialized purposes, the 
motor winding configuration can switched to a "low speed" range, permitting steady RPMs from 
around 20 to above 100. 

Control Room - Located on the north wall of the test section, the control room contains the controls 
for the drive motors, survey carriage, data systems, compressed air, and full scale model support. 
Multiple video feeds allow the viewing of the groundboard, test vehicle and fans. 

Collector Section- Forward of the fans and located on the center line of the tunnel is a smooth fairing 
which transforms the quasi-elliptic section of the single passage into two circular passages at the fans. 
From the fans aft, the exit cone is divided into two passages and each transforms from a 35-foot 6 112-
inch circular section to a 46-foot square in 132-feet. The included angle between the sides of each 
passage is approximately 6 degrees. 

Guide Vanes - The air is turned at the four comers of each passage by guide vanes. These vanes are of 
the curved-airfoil type formed by two intersecting arcs with a rounded nose. The arcs were carefully 
chosen to give a practically constant area through the vanes. 
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The Groundboard and Turntable - The 1/4 inch smooth steel groundboard is 42-feet 6-inches in 
width, 52-feet 9- inches in length and is elevated 21 feet 4 inches above the ground. Ample space is 
available under the groundboard for running power cables and air supply lines. Four 120V receptacles 

are located on each side of the ground plane. A hydraulically-driven turntable, 28.5 feet in diameter, 
can be rotated 360 degrees to create sideslip on the test article. The test section groundboard is being 
progressively reconfigured to support the special needs of automotive aerodynamic and acoustic test 
applications. The current capability is detailed in sections below. 

Automotive Test Capability - A full-scale automotive force balance, known locally as a "trapeze" 
balance, became operational early in 1998. The trapeze balance provides accurate measurements of 
total vehicle drag, plus downforce at each wheel. The vehicle is supported on four small tire contact 
plates, separated from the surrounding non-metric groundboard. The groundboard configuration 
provides a boundary layer bleed roughly 15 feet ahead of the vehicle. An active boundary layer control 
system is also available when required, installed just ahead of the test vehicle. For larger vehicles, the 
tire contact plates are connected to the external6-component balance, as described more fully below. 
By this means, vehicles up to 20,000 pound deadweight can be tested, such as Class-8 tractors. 

Full Scale Model Support/Balance/Scale House - The full scale model support, balance, and scale 
house are located directly below the groundboard. It contains the six component balance from which 
the readings are fed into the control room. The scales are capable of handling loads up to 20,000 lbs. 

Aircraft Test Capability- Struts can be extended 14-feet above the groundboard to either hold a full 
size general aviation aircraft, or a sting and internal balance on a T -bar for smaller test articles. A 
hydraulic ram makes it possible to achieve an angle of attack range up to around 70 degrees with the 
T -bar. The struts can also have aerodynamic fairings installed to nearly eliminate tare-drag loads when 
using the external balance for measurements. A wide variety of test articles can be accommodated with 
this balance system. 

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Systems 

Data system - Multiple PC-based data systems have been developed using Lab View software. The 
primary system acquires data from the trapeze automotive balance, internal strain gage balances, or 
full-scale balance, with reduced data accessible in real-time via a Local Area Network (LAN). 
Secondary systems are employed for acquisition of pressure vane anemometer data. 

Pressure Measurements- The LFST is equipped with a PSI-8400 electronically scanned pressure 
transducer (ESP) system. The ESP system consists of a data acquisition and calibration unit, a pressure 
control unit, and remote pressure-measuring modules. Currently, one 48-port module is available. By 
adding modules, simultaneous measurements of up to several hundred pressures are possible. The ESP 
modules are normally mounted in the test vehicle for best results. 

Survey Carriage- Attached to the test section roof trusses is a 55-foot steel structural bridge and car 
which can be rolled across the full width, length and depth of the test chamber. Suspended below the 
car is a retractable survey boom, which can carry a variety of survey probes, rakes and even aircraft 
models. 

Angle-of-Attack Measurements- Model angle-of-attack is measured using Kearfott or Lucas 
Schaevitz sensors within± 0.05 degrees. 
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Turbine Anemometers - 6 turbine-type anemometers are available for radiator through-flow 
measurements. 

Computational Fluid Dynamics Facilities- LFST offers computational calculation of whole body 
aerodynamics as well as partial geometries and parametric designs. Fluid flow and heat transfer 
computations are mainly conducted on a 64-CPU Sun HPC 10000 Sunfrre Supercomputer. In addition, 
custom built 16-CPU Linux computer cluster extends the computational capabilities. 

Ground Vehicle Simulations - Surface pressure and velocity flowfield and force data components 
(drag, lift and side force) are calculated. Wake flow analysis, computational visualization and 
component based drag and lift analysis are also conducted. 

The Building 

Building- The overall size of this facility is enormous, with the building itselfbeing 434-feet long, 
222-feet wide, and reaching a maximum height of97-feet. It covers approximately 2 1/2-acres and 
encloses approximately 8,000,000-cubic feet. Within this cavernous structure are located the wind 
tunnel, hangar, office space, and machine shop. 

Hangar - On the south side of the LFST is an adjoining hangar that can be used for the staging and 
storage of large test models, general aviation aircraft or automobiles. It has a width of 62-feet, length 
of75-feet, and offers 30-feet ofusable height. A 3-ton overhead crane is available. 

Offices- Within the building are 5,000- sq. ft. dedicated to office space and a conference room which 
are located under the return passages on the south end of the tunnel. "Secret rooms" are available for 
proprietary projects. 

Machine Shop- Also housed within the building is a 7,000-sq. ft. sheet metal and machine shop that 
is equipped with lathes, mills, drill presses, band saws, metal forming equipment, grinders/sanders and 
other related equipment. 

Other Supporting Capabilities - Also available to support testing are compressed air and DC power 
sources, as well as a smoke generator for flow visualization 

In addition to the features described above, support spaces include offices and toilets 
located along the south wall. Stock rooms, storage and shop spaces are in the mid section 
of the building. All of these spaces are on the ground floor and located below the 
overhead sloping floors of the return passages and the entrance and exit cones. The 
offices typically have carpeted floors, prefinished plywood paneled walls and suspended 
acoustical tile ceilings with fluorescent lighting. They generally have a mundane 
character that evokes the 1950s and 1960s. While these secondary spaces generally 
retain their historic footprint, there have been changes in their layout and finishes over 
time. 

In summary, this facility retains remarkable integrity of association, location, setting, 
design, feeling, material and workmanship. 
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